
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Behaviour tip 
Its important that you and others can handle your dog all over, look in its mouth 
and ears, clip its nails, and groom it.  Ideally, you should start practising these things 
as soon as you get your puppy.  Hold it upside down on your lap, tickle its tummy, 
open its mouth, look in its ears, play with its paws.  If you start early, these things 
become a part of life. 
All is not lost if you haven’t done this, or if you get your dog as an adult.  Start now 
if your dog is happy to be handled.  Hand out treats every time you do this and it 
will soon become a looked-forward-to part of your dog’s life.   
If your dog is the independent sort (don’t you touch my toes!) start small.  Touch a 
paw or an ear, give a treat.  Gradually do more.  Don’t progress further until it is 
comfortable with the current level of handling.  Your instructor can give advice 
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Welcome to the first edition of the Tararua Tailwagger for 2014.  The Tailwagger is a 
newsletter published each term to keep club members, and those training with the 
club, in touch with what is going on.  There will also be articles about dog behaviour 
and training, and you will meet instructors and committee members.  We will also 
tell you about some of the fun activities you can do with your dog. 
If you have any news you would like to include, or have suggestions for articles that 
you would like to see in the Tailwagger, please let me know. 
Meanwhile, enjoy your training.  Although the weather is definitely not the best for 
farmers or gardeners, it does give us a lot of opportunities to get out there and train 
our dogs, or just have fun with them. 
Sue Cooper, Newsletter Editor 

 
Term dates for 2014 

 

Term 1 (at Ashhurst) 
28/01/14 – 18/03/14 

 

Term 2 (at Longburn) 
08/04/14 – 27/05/14 

 

Term 3 (at Longburn) 
10/06/14 – 29/07/14 

 

Term 4 (at Longburn) 
12/08/14 – 30/09/14 

 

Term 5 (at Ashhurst) 
21/10/14 – 9/12/14 

 

Location of training 

In Ashhurst we train at 
the Manawatu Canine 

Centre grounds, 
accessed through the 
carpark on Cambridge 

Avenue 

Our Longburn facility is 
in Ngaire Street (first 

turn on the right after 
the railway overbridge) 

 

Class times 

Classes times will be 
given out on the first 

night of term.   

 

Classes last for 30-45 

minutes. 

Training tip 
When out and about with 
your dog, take a pocketful of 
treats.  That way you can 
reward good behaviour 
occasionally (not pulling on 
lead, sitting at the curb, 
coming when called on a free 
run).  Its a good idea to give a 
treat immediately after 
attaching the lead at the end 
of a free run – that way the 
lead attachment means 
“goody on the way” not “end 
of the good times”. 



 
 

 

 
 
 

President’s comment 
Well another training year is well underway and term one just flew 
by for me. Who would have thought March would be so hot. 

I'd like to thank your committee for volunteering (or in some cases, 
having their arm twisted) to be on the committee.  The committee 
looks after the day to day running of the club and makes sure 
things run as smoothly as possible.  I am grateful for the returning 
members and am delighted we have two new committee members 
this year. 

Term one had the largest number of enrolments I have personally seen while I've been with the club.  
Thank you to all our keen students who have come out each week to help improve their relationship 
with their dog and better understand how to train their own dog. 

I'd like to thank all our instructors and understudies who come out each week, arriving early and 
leaving late and volunteering their time to help you train your dog.  Without them there would be no 
club.  The training fees collected help to pay for ground hireage, training materials, photocopying, 
class prizes and other associated club costs throughout the year – the instructors work for love. 

It has been a delight to see many students return this year to continue their dogs educational journey 
and we hope to see you again next term.  Please talk to your instructor about the training options 
available next term. 

The instructors and committee have been working on a new Certificate (see article) which will allow 
dogs to gain different levels of competence on each exercise as they work on it (many of the 
exercises form the different class levels, eg Junior, Basic and Intermediate).  This certificate is aimed 
as a work in progress document and will hopefully make those who don't quite achieve grading for 
their class recognise how far they and their dog have come in their training. 

This year we have had three new competition students start to compete their dogs in Competition 
Obedience.  I think the last time we had three new students at once was back in 2002/2003 so it is 
very encouraging. Ask your instructor about this dog sport that many of us compete in.  We also have 
instructors who compete in Working Trials, Conformation (breed showing), Rally O and Sledding and 
are happy to talk to your about their experiences. 

In February the club hosted the annual NDOA Benefit Show here at Ashhurst.  The NDOA is the 
competition obedience annual event that moves around the country each year and is held at Labour 
Weekend.  This year the NDOA is being held at Manfield.  The Benefit Show is fundraising to help 
keep the cost of the NDOA down and is carried out by a different Central Region (lower North Island) 
club each year.  Thank you to those who helped over the weekend, whether by donating food for the 
kitchen, setting up/running the show or working at the show over the weekend.  The weekend was a 
great success and raised over $2,000 towards the NDOA. 

I hope you have enjoyed this terms training.  Keep up the good work and hopefully we will see you 
back at Longburn next term.  We have overhead lights at Longburn and concrete underfoot so it is 
much better suited to the winter terms. 

My quote for this newsletter:  "Be the kind of person your dog thinks you are." 
 
 
 
Things you can learn from your dog 

Enjoy the moment, lie in the sun when you can, seek out the company of friends, and be loyal 

Not a bad plan for life! 



 
 

 

 
 
 

Results page 
 
2013 Term 5 Passes 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Club Trophies 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recent Competition Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
* Ch = championship show 

Basic  

Marcus with Skye Donna with Jaegar 

Natasha with Penny Lucy with Minnie 

Paul with Suzi Hayley with Hansel 

Kelly with Paddy Anna with Diesel 

Sam with Ruffus Sam with Ronnie 

Dion with Holly Phil with Mac 

Nardine with Dusty  

  

Advanced  

Nicky with Indie Stuart with Paddy 

Brunswarick Desperado Points Cup (overall points) Nerolie Morrison and Christian 

Quesan Hot Fudge Trophy (best Novice dog) Cushla Fitzwater and Jeopardy 

The Critter Cup (for Working Trials) Cushla Fitzwater and Jeopardy 

Most Improved Dog and Handler Trophy Owen Morrison and Herbie 

Most Improved Dog Trophy Nicky Redwood and Indie 

Club Show* Date Handler Dog Test Place 

Rotorua DTC Ch 25/01/14 Owen Morrison Herbie Elementary 4th 

   Nerolie Morrison Christian Spec Beginners 4th 

  26/01/14 Owen Morrison Herbie Elementary 3rd 

   Nerolie Morrison Christian Spec Beginners 5th 

  27/01/14 Owen Morrison Herbie Spec Beginners 3rd 

   Nerolie Morrison Christian Spec Beginners 5th 

Benefit Ch 9/02/14 Danielle Harvey Ollie Elementary 1 1st 

   Natalie Chapman Vinnie Elementary 1 2nd 

   Natalie Chapman Vinnie Elementary 2 1st 

   Danielle Harvey Ollie  Elementary 2 2nd 

   Owen Morrison Herbie Spec Beginners 4th 

   Nerolie Morrison Christian Spec Beginners 5th 

Horowhenua Ch 22/02/14 Anthea Finlayson Hunter Novice 3rd 

Kapiti Ch 8/03/14 Natalie Chapman Vinnie Elementary 2 3rd 

   Nerolie Morrison Christian Spec Beginners 5th 



 
 

 

 
 
 

Photographs from the benefit show 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Natalie and Vinnie enjoy doing heelwork Danielle and Ollie do a prize-winning recall 
 
 
 

Where dogs came from 
 



 
 

 

 
 
 

The committee and instructors of the club have recently developed a new Dog Life Skills Certificate 
which will be available to everyone training with the club.  It is not designed to replace the current 
certificates, which will still be awarded, but will be in addition to them.  It will recognise the skills that 
have been acquired by the dog and handler team both at club and at home or in the community – skills 
that may not be sufficient to receive one of the current certificates, but which nevertheless are a 
significant achievement which should be valued.  It will also recognise dog and handler teams that have 
taken these skills to a high level. 

There are 14 skills – walking on a lead, recall, down, stay, handling, sociability, vehicle, retrieve, scent, 
tracking, tricks, Canine Good Citizen, RallyO, and play.  Each can be achieved at three levels – 
Foundation, Advanced, and Elite.  Criteria for each skill at each level have been developed (although 
they may be adjusted as we gain experience with the new system) and these will be made available to 
all handlers when they begin training. 

Some of the skills are part of existing Basic and Intermediate courses, some are available in the 
Advanced course (some will only be taught in the first and last term of the year at Ashhurst due to the 
facilities required) and others can be taught at home or in other classes – your instructors will be able to 
provide advice. 

Assessments for many of the skills will be done informally by your instructor at the end of courses, or 
when they or you feel that your dog is ready.  Some, like scent and tracking, will require arrangements 
to be made and are best done in a small group.  Canine Good Citizen is a national award and is 
externally assessed. 

Each dog/handler team (provided they have acquired at least one of the relevant skills!) will be given a 
certificate at the end of the Basic/Junior course.  Handlers will be expected to return these to the club at 
the beginning of the next course they attend so they can be updated as necessary, then they will be 
given out again. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Poison alert ! 
 
Pictured to the left is a Karaka shrub with berries.  This tree 
grows wild over a wide range and is also found in gardens. 
The orange 25-45mm long berries are produced between 
January and April.  They are a valuable food source for birds, 
but are toxic to other animals, including dogs (and people).  
Both fresh and old berries are poisonous. 
Dogs may eat the berries, and cases of poisoning have been 
seen this year in Wellington. 
Symptoms can take 24-48 hours to develop after the berries 
are eaten, and are neurological, including weakness, wobbly 
gait, and convulsions. 
If you suspect your dog has eaten karaka berries, consult a vet 
immediately. 

Foundation Advanced Elite 



 
 

 

 
 
 
Dogs and children 

A recent tragic event has brought children and dogs back into the spotlight.   

Remember – if kids and dogs are together they must be supervised (ie you must be in the same space 
and paying attention).  If the children are young, or unused to dogs, it should be hands-on supervision – 
dog on-lead with you holding it.  You may trust your dog, but can you trust the children to always 
behave appropriately?  And it goes without saying – if your dog is at all aggressive towards children, or 
nervous of them, keep it away from them. 

It’s great to introduce a dog-deprived children to a friendly dog – but give them five minutes to interact, 
with you within touching distance and giving instructions on correct behaviour, then put the dog away in 
a child-proof enclosure and let the kids get on with playing.   

It’s also important to socialise puppies with well-behaved children – but again it should be a short and 
closely supervised interaction, with the puppy stroked and fed some tasty treats (the only time dogs, 
children and food should be in the same space), then the puppy should be returned to safe quarters. 

Several children and a dog don’t mix well – kids in groups run, fall over, scream, and fight – all activities 
which can overexcite a dog and cause it to react badly.  Don’t take risks – if there is more than one child 
present, put the dog away.  And more than one dog with any number of children is a bad mix – several 
dogs react very differently to a single dog and can form a “pack” with disastrous results.  If you have 
more than one dog, don’t let them as a group interact with children. 

And never let food be part of the mix, with the single exception given above.  Children tease without 
meaning to.  And a grab at an ice-cream or a biscuit can result in damage to the child without the dog 
even trying.  When the food comes out, put the dog away.  It can clean up the spillages later. 

Take care with toys too.  A very toy-focussed dog my grab at a ball or soft toy.  Teach it to wait for an 
invitation to play, and if playing fetch, to drop the ball or toy on the ground. 

Well-socialised adult dogs are as a rule great with puppies.  They put up with all sorts of nonsense, but if 
it all gets too much they give warnings.  First a “hard stare”.  Then a raised lip.  Then a growl.  Then an 
inhibited (designed to be non-damaging) bite to the muzzle.   

Unfortunately, children (and almost all adults) don’t see the early warnings, so the bite comes “out of 
the blue”.  And an inhibited bite to a pup’s hairy face (resulting in hurt feelings only) can result in 
stitches or worse when applied a toddlers delicate facial skin.   

So don’t risk it.  It’s a lose/lose situation.  The child is traumatised and possibly scarred for life, the dog is 
usually put down, and you get all the guilt and lose what should be your best mate. 

 

 
 
 
 
The proper was to introduce small children to a dog.  
The dog is on lead, the handler is beside it, and the 
other children are sitting quietly waiting for their 
turn. 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Advertisement 

“SUPERIOR CHUNKY” PETFOOD ROLL 2.2KG 
Original, Lamb and Rice, Chicken, Herb, Possyum 2kg 

 
 Provides twice the energy of conventional dog rolls, so feed half the amount 
 Cost-effective and extremely palatable 
 No added water means higher nutritional value per kilogram 
 Convenient no mess feeding 
 No refrigeration required 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Frosts Facts 
Hi.  I’m Frost, and I live with the editor and make sure that she behaves 
herself and that my father Ice doesn’t get ideas above his station.  I’ll be 
providing some useful information in each newsletter. 
It’s that time of year when seeds can be a problem.  Personally, I like nothing 
better than getting a coat full of bidi-bids.   What better way of making Mum 
late for work (it takes ages to comb them out)?  However, grass seeds 
between the toes or in those private little places can be painful, and they can 
work their way in and cause real problems (they have spines oriented so that 
they keep moving forward).  I’m told one of my predecessors, Zeta the Boxer, 
almost died because of a barley-grass seed she swallowed.  Make sure your 
human checks you out after every walk – especially between the toes, behind 
the ears and in the armpits.  Nothing worse than knots behind the ears.  
Ouch!  Trimming your feet (especially between the toes) helps too. 

Contact details for the club:- 
Website:  www.dogtraining.org.nz     For training enquiries, phone Nerolie on 027 616 3083 (after 5pm please) 

 

For more information about this conference, go to the APDT New Zealand website at 
www.apdt.org.nz 

http://www.dogtraining.org.nz/

